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 “Fiction reveals truth that reality obscures” 

Ralph Waldo Emerson 

 

“Any one who says businessmen deal in facts, 

not fiction, has never read old five-year 

projections” 

         Malcolm Forbes 

 

1. Abstract 

 In English for Academic Purposes (EAP) context, one of the most crucial 

objectives will surely be to enhance students’ reading and critical thinking skills. In 

ENG 101, although students read several articles intensively during class time, they 

still have another opportunity to read more thanks to the extensive reading pack. 

Extensive reading offers several advantages to students; such as, pleasure of reading, 

the opportunity to read more pieces than the course offers in class hours and the 

chance to develop several reading skills on their own. Yet, the EAP students may still 

have difficulty in reading between the lines or answering higher-order thinking skills 

questions in reading passages though they can easily recite the information in the text 

back in other comprehension questions. Thus, my starting point for this study is to 

subject my students to critical reading, which I believe, can best be promoted by 

studying literature texts. Including multi-faceted characters rather than stereotypes, 

depicting events and/or feelings from as many different angles as possible and 

involving culture specific situations and concepts, literature texts will force students 

to use their reasoning and critical thinking skills to dig the meaning out of text. I have 

deployed extensive reading pack as an arsenal to introduce literature to ENG 101 
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students. My overriding aim for this study is to gauge our students’ attitude, beliefs, 

knowledge and self-perception about reading in general, extensive reading, types of 

reading texts (academic or literature texts), literature texts in extensive reading as a 

tool to develop language skills and to help them cope with departmental courses and 

the relationship between reading and critical thinking strategies.  

Key Words: extensive reading, integration of literature into EAP context, critical 

thinking/reading, and learner’s reading attitudes. 

 

2. Introduction 

2.1. Extensive Reading Pack as a Tool to Experiment with Literature Texts to 

Develop Critical Reading/Thinking Skills 

Richards and Schmidt express that extensive reading “is intended to develop 

good reading habits, to build up knowledge of vocabulary and structure, and to 

encourage a liking for reading” (as cited in Yamashita 2004). Extensive reading, as 

Al-Homoud and Schmitt assert, “entails learners reading as much as possible, for the 

purpose of pleasure or information rather than learning particular language features” 

and what is more, with varying degrees of confidence, “extensive reading facilitates 

reading comprehension ability, reading speed, vocabulary acquisition, and positive 

attitudes towards reading” (2009, p. 384). Seeing that extensive reading can serve 

such various purposes, in ENG 101, the “Extensive Reading Pack” may create the 

necessary space for the instructor to integrate literature text into the course content, as 

literature texts will definitely be a switch for the students to the realm of pleasure, 

variety and being critical for the technical university students.  

 For this study, my first and utmost motivation was to pinpoint students’ 

reading attitudes towards literary texts in the framework of extensive reading pack. 
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The participants of the study were mostly from Faculty of Engineering, who are 

accustomed to reading academic pieces. One thing certain about the study is that one 

section of students had a chance to experiment with literature texts and to analyze 

them critically with the help of critical reading input session and the quiz with critical 

reading questions. This study is not so assertive to claim that the students reading 

literature pieces has become more critical readers in such a short period of time, yet it 

is for sure that the study contributes to raising awareness of the students about the 

importance of literature texts to become critical readers. As Yamashita lists, so far 

“[g]ains in various aspects of learners’ abilities, such as general linguistic proficiency, 

reading, writing, vocabulary, and spelling, have been investigated” by several 

canonical academicians like Krashen, Kitts and Susser, yet what is distinctive about 

this study is that the integration of literature in an extensive reading pack in EAP 

context to foster critical reading skills has relatively been unexplored (2004).   

 

2.2. Integration of Literature into EAP Context 

To say that literature has been banned from the curricula and 

methodologies designed to teach ESL for academic purposes would be 

an overstatement, but to say that its role has been greatly reduced and 

its place more narrowly circumscribed would be accurate. (Holten, 

1997, p.377) 

This is how Christine Holten, being an EAP instructor herself, starts her article 

entitled “Literature: A Quintessential Content”.  She believes that literature is “a more 

universally appealing content, one that students are motivated to tackle” and that 

“[t]he subject matter of literature is intrinsically accessible because literature is about 

us” (1997, p.380). Yet, in EAP context, the content of the courses is based on tasks 
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that are directly related to academic sphere and there is almost no space left for 

literature, which is regarded as something just for pleasure without any pragmatic 

value. However, literature has a lot to offer for EAP students by including wide range 

of vocabulary and structures, building on specific cultural elements and providing 

various viewpoints for students to develop several language and reading skills.  

Quite a lot of studies have been directed to show the significance of literature 

in ELT canon, yet quite a few put the emphasis on the pivotal role literature occupies 

in stimulating critical thinking skills. In his article entitled “Science Shows Something 

Surprising About People Who Still Read Fiction,” Gabe Bergado explains what 

researches found about the readers of fiction: “[s]pecifically, researchers found 

heightened connectivity in the left temporal cortex, part of the brain typically 

associated with understanding language” and they also “found increased connectivity 

in the central sulcus of the  brain, the primary sensory region, which helps the brain 

visualize movement” (2014). What is more, if the readers opt for literature fiction 

over the popular one they are supposed to analyze the characters who are “complex, 

ambiguous, difficult to get to know” rather than “stereotyped simple” ones. Thereby, 

readers of literature fiction will undoubtedly have to use their critical reading skills to 

be able to analyze the characters deeply. In a post-Saussurean and post-Derridean 

world, where the idea of the ultimate truth and/or the message is deconstructed, our 

students are supposed to dig for a meaning by deciphering the context, laying the 

working mechanisms of the text bare, and by being critical with the statements they 

read.  

 Having all these concerns in mind, this study started with the spirit to make 

ENG 101 students taste some literature to refresh their joy of reading and to get 

benefit from extensive reading material to develop their language and critical thinking 
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skills. Seeing the treatment group 1 (Section 29) adopt even more positive attitude 

towards literature texts and appreciate the improving and challenging aspect of 

reading literature gives me, I must confess, naïve contentment at the end of the study.  

 

3. Review of Literature 

  

 Though being called with alternative names such as pleasure reading, 

sustained silent reading, free voluntary reading or book flood, extensive reading is 

commonly defined as “reading in quantity and in order to gain a general 

understanding of what is read” (Richards and Schmidt, as cited in Yamashita, 2013, p. 

248). The role of the teachers is rather “model readers, guiding the students … than 

teaching them explicitly” (Day and Bamford, as cited in Yamashita, 2013, p.248).  

There is quite a lot of research undertaken to show the positive effects of extensive 

reading on a range of language skills such as; “reading comprehension, reading rate, 

vocabulary, grammar, writing, and general L2 proficiency” and what is more, it has 

been found out that extensive reading has “positive impacts on the affective domains 

of reading, such as attitude and motivation” (Yamashita, 2013, p. 249). According to 

Hedge (2000), extensive reading will help students “build their language competence, 

progress in reading ability, become more independent in their studies, acquire cultural 

knowledge and develop confidence and motivation to carry on learning” (204).  

 Reading attitude is another term that needs clarification, for this study. It is 

rather a miscellaneous concept having affected and being affected by several aspects. 

Yet, for this study, among several definitions, Alexander and Filler’s fits most: 

reading attitude is “a system of feelings related to reading which causes the learner to 
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approach or avoid a reading situation” (1976, p.1). In this study, both pre and post-

tested treatment group 1 find themselves to have a liking for literature texts.  

 Integration of literature into EAP context can be regarded as not related. Yet, 

Christine Holten believes that “[o]nce students [EAP] have felt the success of 

understanding the gist of the plot and are familiar with characters and themes of a 

short story, they may be more willing to look more closely at the grammatical 

structures and vocabulary that make up the text itself” (384). For Vural, “[a] literary 

work can transcend both time and culture to speak directly to a reader in another 

country or a different time” (2013, p.16). He further lists the unique aspects of literary 

texts; as follows: “[i]t expands language awareness, encourages interaction and 

discussions, and educates the whole learner's personality. It is also enjoyable and 

motivating, because there is a secret formula in literature that literature reaches the 

parts of a person’s feelings, dreams, fantasies, and experience that other texts can't 

reach” (Vural, 2013, p.16). Betil Eröz, has yet made a wider interpretation about the 

central role of the literature as such: “[u]sing literature in language classes has long 

been seen as an appropriate means of helping students master all four skills as well as 

developing appreciation for the arts, building critical thinking skills, becoming more 

emphatic person and increasing cross-cultural awareness” (p.58).  

Critical thinking and reading have been combined by several scholars like 

Norris and Philips, for whom reading is more than just saying what is on the page; it 

is thinking (as cited in Aloqaili, 2010, p.38). For Beck, “there is no reading without 

reasoning” (1989, p.677). A more comprehensive definition of critical thinking is by 

Facione and Facione: “[c]ritical thinking is considered to be purposeful, self-

regulatory judgment ending in interpretation, analysis, evaluation, and inference, it 

also involves conceptual and contextual basis of those judgments” (as cited in Fahim 
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& Nazari, 2012, p. 86). Though not having consensus among canonical writers of 

ELT about the definition of critical thinking, the one I would adopt for my study will 

be McPeck’s: “[t]he propensity and skill to engage in an activity [in this study, it is 

reading] with reflective skepticism” (as cited in Aloqaili, 2012, p.37). What is 

expected to cover under the blanket of critical thinking will be judging the credibility 

of the sources and the writers, asking appropriate clarifying questions, and drawing 

conclusions with discreetness. EAP courses, similarly, aim to develop students’ 

critical thinking skills along with the four skills including reading. EAP students 

reading literature texts extensively have to make use of these skills while studying 

literature texts.  

 

4. Method 

4.1. Research Questions  

 This study focuses on exploring the following research questions by means of 

interpreting the results of the pre and post-surveys of both treatment and the control 

groups.  

 1. What are EAP students’ habits about reading in general? 

 2. Do EAP students feel comfortable reading extensively in English outside 

class? 

 3. Do EAP students feel positive about literature texts in the “Extensive 

Reading Pack”? 

4. Do EAP students believe that extensive reading will improve their language 

skills and help them cope with their departmental courses? 

 5. Do EAP students recognize the connection between reading literature 

extensively and critical thinking skills? 
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4.2. Participants 

 Two sections of ENG 101 students took part in the study. The participants 

were mostly male students and almost all of them were Faculty of Engineering 

students. The treatment group 1 was Section 29, who studied three short stories in 

Extensive Reading Pack and the treatment group 2 was Section 30, who studied three 

academic articles. For “Likert Pre-Survey”, 18 students’ responses were taken into 

account from each section. For “Likert Post-Survey”, 19 students’ responses were 

analyzed from each section.  

 

4.3. Data Collection Instruments and Procedure 

The study followed a quantitative methodology. Data was gathered through a) 

“Likert Pre-Survey” and b)Likert Post-Survey”. Data collection procedure was as 

follows: 

1. The researcher asked students to participate an identical “Likert Pre-

Survey” for both groups. Each item was fixed to a 4-point Likert scale, 

ranging from “strongly disagree” (1) to “strongly agree” (4); the 4-option 

format left no option for neutral responses, in order to escape “fence-

sitting” position (Dörnyeri, 2003). The items on the survey were divided 

into four different groupings but related categories, as listed below:  

1. attitudes toward reading in English general 

2. literature texts and academic articles as extensive reading 

material 

3. extensive reading to develop language skills and to help them 

cope with departmental courses 
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4. beliefs in literature texts’ being a tool to develop critical 

thinking skills 

(For “Likert Pre-Survey” see Appendix 1) 

2. The researcher made an input session of 50 minutes for both groups about 

how to analyze a text by making use of their critical thinking skills. (For 

Lesson Plan and materials ,see Appendix 2) 

3. The researcher informed the treatment group that they were going to study 

three short stories, which are related to the theme of ENG 101 book; which 

is change. The stories are about the change in father and son relationships 

in three different cultures. The first story is “Reunion” by an American 

writer John Cheever, and it depicts an American father and son 

relationship. The second story is “A Devoted Son” by an Indian-German 

writer Anita Desai and it portrays the conflict between an Indian father and 

a son. Finally, the third story is “A Family Supper” by a Japanese writer 

Kazuo Ishiguro and it narrates how a family union starts to be destroyed in 

Japanese culture. (For short stories see Appendix 3). She informed the 

participants that they were supposed to make use of their critical thinking 

skills while studying the short stories as she showed them in the critical 

thinking input session. The researcher also informed participants that they 

were going to take a quiz 15 days later and that she was going to ask them 

five critical thinking questions about the short stories they would study. 

(For quiz questions see Appendix 4). 

4. The researcher informed the treatment group 2 that they were going to 

study three academic articles, which are related to the theme of ENG 101 

book; which is change. Each article focuses on different aspect of change. 
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The first article is “Individuals and Masses” by Aldous Huxley and it 

depicts the change in people when they are involved in masses. The 

second article is “The Social Responsibility of Scientists” by Bertrand 

Russell and it portrays the changing role of the scientist in society. Finally, 

the third article is “Will MOOCs be Flukes” by Maria Konnikova and it 

talks about the changing trends in education. (For academic articles see 

Appendix 5). She informed the participants that they were supposed to 

make use of their critical thinking skills while studying the articles as she 

showed them in the critical thinking input session. The researcher also 

informed participants that they were going to take a quiz 15 days later and 

that she was going to ask them five critical thinking questions about the 

academic articles they would study. (For quiz questions see Appendix 6). 

5. 15 days after the researcher gave them the “Extensive Reading Pack”, the 

participants took the quiz. The quiz results of the treatment group 1 are 

much higher than the control group. (For quiz results see Appendix 7).  

6. The researcher asked students to participate a “Likert Post-Survey”. The 

researcher conducted different “Likert Post-Surveys” for the treatment 

group 1 and 2. They were asked to identify their attitude about the 

“Extensive Reading Pack”: whether they liked reading literature or 

academic articles, whether they saw some value in these texts to improve 

their language skills and to help them cope with departmental courses and 

finally whether they could see any positive contribution of the literature or 

academic articles to their critical thinking skills. (For “Likert Post-

Surveys” see Appendix 8) 
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4.4. Data Analysis: 

 Since this study has a quantitative nature most of the data were interpreted 

with the help of SPSS program. The “Pre-Survey” attitudes of both groups are 

analyzed in terms of frequency and the descriptive quality of the students’ answers is 

interpreted with the help of descriptive analysis tool of the program. For the “Post-

Surveys”, the research design was T-test treatment, which compared two groups 

receiving different extensive reading materials; literature texts and academic articles, 

respectively. Besides, the items in the “Post-Surveys” of the two groups are analyzed 

in terms of frequency and the descriptive quality of the students’ answers are 

interpreted with the help of descriptive analysis tool of the program, as well. What is 

more, the quiz also gave some idea to the researcher about the students’ attitudes. 

Seeing that they were successful with the questions, the treatment group 1 reported 

more positive attitude towards reading literature.  

 

5. Findings and Discussions 

 The findings and discussions will be based on four different headings; 1) the 

EAP students attitude towards extensive reading, 2) literature and academic articles as 

extensive reading materials, 3) their beliefs about the extensive reading to develop 

their language skills and help them cope with departmental courses and 4) towards the 

relationship between extensive reading pack and the critical thinking skills. 

 

5.1. EAP Students’ Attitudes towards Extensive Reading 

 In “Pre-Survey”, the treatment group 1’s attitude about extensive reading can 

be regarded as positive, as the frequency of the item 1 measuring their general attitude 

about extensive reading pack is more than 70%, accumulating between “agree” and 
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“strongly agree”. It will be a reasonable guess to evaluate the treatment group 1’s 

attitude towards extensive reading is quite positive and that they do not see it as a 

threat. In “Pre-Survey”, the variables of the treatment group 2 are not that much 

different; they can be regarded as quite positive about the extensive reading; the 

frequency being at 94%. 

Q1 

Section Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

29 Valid D 5 27,8 27,8 27,8 

A 10 55,6 55,6 83,3 

SA 3 16,7 16,7 100,0 

Total 18 100,0 100,0  

30 Valid D 1 5,6 5,6 5,6 

A 14 77,8 77,8 83,3 

SA 3 16,7 16,7 100,0 

Total 18 100,0 100,0  

 

Table 1: Frequency percentages for item 1, measuring their general attitude about 

extensive reading pack. 

 In “Post-Survey”, the treatment group 1 and the treatment group 2 reported 

positively to the item:1 asking whether they enjoyed reading the texts in the Reading 

Pack, though the difference is quite slight, still the treatment group 1 appears to be 

more positive as the “T-Test” shows below. Difference being slight between the two 

groups will be taken quite normal, when the small number of participants is taken into 

consideration.  
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One-Sample Test 

SECTION 

Test Value = 0 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

29 Q1 18,000 18 ,000 2,842 2,51 3,17 

30 Q1 18,258 18 ,000 2,737 2,42 3,05 

 

Table 2: T-Test for item 1, measuring whether they enjoyed reading the texts in their 

reading pack. 

   

5.2. EAP Students’ Attitudes towards Reading Literature and Academic Articles 

in the Extensive Reading Pack 

 In the “Pre-Survey”, the frequency of the items (2&3), asking their general 

attitude about reading literature and academic texts, is again positive for both groups; 

there is not any significant difference between the responses to the second and the 

third item; both groups are at equal distance towards literary and academic texts. 

Q2 

Section Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

29 Valid D 2 11,1 11,1 11,1 

A 15 83,3 83,3 94,4 

SA 1 5,6 5,6 100,0 

Total 18 100,0 100,0  

30 Valid D 3 16,7 16,7 16,7 

A 14 77,8 77,8 94,4 

SA 1 5,6 5,6 100,0 

Total 18 100,0 100,0  
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Table 3: Frequency percentages of both groups for item: 2, which is “I 

would feel comfortable reading academic articles in my reading pack”. 

 

Q3 

Section Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

29 Valid D 6 33,3 33,3 33,3 

A 10 55,6 55,6 88,9 

SA 2 11,1 11,1 100,0 

Total 18 100,0 100,0  

30 Valid D 3 16,7 16,7 16,7 

A 12 66,7 66,7 83,3 

SA 3 16,7 16,7 100,0 

Total 18 100,0 100,0  

 Table 4: Frequency percentages of both groups for item: 3, which is “I would feel 

comfortable reading literature articles in my reading pack”. 

In the “Post-Survey”, both groups reported to be happy and comfortable 

reading “literature” or “academic” articles in the reading pack. Yet, the frequency rate 

is again higher with the treatment group 1 in the table below.  

 

One-Sample Test 

SECTION 

Test Value = 0 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

29 Q2 19,282 18 ,000 2,789 2,49 3,09 

30 Q2 15,076 18 ,000 2,632 2,26 3,00 

  

Table 5: T-Test for item 2, measuring whether they enjoyed reading literature or 

academic texts in their reading pack. 
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5.3. EAP Students’ Beliefs about Extensive Reading Pack to Develop their 

Language Skills and to Help them with their Departmental Courses 

 In the “Pre-Survey”, both groups do place value to extensive reading pack to 

develop their language skills (=item 9) and will somehow help them deal with their 

departmental courses (=8).  

Table 6: Frequency percentages of treatment group 1 in a bar chart for item: 8, 

which is “Reading English outside class will help me cope with my departmental 

courses”. 
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Table 7: Frequency percentages of the treatment group in a bar chart for item: 9, 

which is “I believe that encountering unfamiliar expressions in the reading text will 

improve my English” 

 

Similarly, for the treatment group 2, their belief in extensive reading pack to help 

them cope with departmental courses is above 66% as the table suggests below. 
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Q8 

Section Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

29 Valid SD 1 5,6 5,6 5,6 

D 2 11,1 11,1 16,7 

A 13 72,2 72,2 88,9 

SA 2 11,1 11,1 100,0 

Total 18 100,0 100,0  

30 Valid D 6 33,3 33,3 33,3 

A 9 50,0 50,0 83,3 

SA 3 16,7 16,7 100,0 

Total 18 100,0 100,0  

Table 8: Frequency rates of both groups for item 8, in the pre-survey. 

 In the “Post-Survey” both groups attach value and importance to reading 

literature or academic articles to develop their language skills and to help them cope 

with their departmental courses. The related items were; item 3 and 6 in the “Post-

Survey”. Item 6 for the treatment group 1 was “I believe encountering unfamiliar 

expressions in the literary texts in the reading pack helped me improve my English” 

and for the treatment group 2, it was “I believe encountering unfamiliar expressions in 

the academic texts in the reading pack helped me improve my English”. Item 3 for the 

treatment group 1 was “I believe reading literature texts in the reading pack helped 

me cope with my departmental courses” and for the treatment group 2, it was “I 

believe reading academic texts in the reading pack helped me cope with my 

departmental courses”. 
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One-Sample Test 

SECTION 

Test Value = 0 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

29 Q3 11,339 18 ,000 2,632 2,14 3,12 

Q6 29,397 18 ,000 3,421 3,18 3,67 

30 Q3 13,961 18 ,000 2,474 2,10 2,85 

Q6 25,381 18 ,000 3,053 2,80 3,31 

 

Table 9: T-Test for items 3 & 6. 

Here, the frequency rate of the treatment group 1 for item: 6 is again higher 

than that of the treatment group 2, and more important that this, the treatment group 1 

appreciates the benefit they will get from the reading pack for their departmental 

courses more than the treatment group 2 does in item 3. The treatment group 1 could 

have seen literature reading valuable but totally irrelevant for their departmental 

courses, almost all of them being engineering students. Yet, they believe reading 

literature extensively will help them cope with their departmental courses, which is, I 

believe, the most important contribution of the study.  

 

5.4. EAP Students’ Beliefs about Extensive Reading Pack to Enhance their 

Critical Thinking Skills 

 In the “Pre-Survey”, both groups without showing any significant difference 

between, believe that reading extensively will help them enhance their critical 

thinking skills; either by providing them with new ways of seeing things or with 

evaluating the information presented to them critically. The frequency for these items 

(4,5,6 &7) is again above 80%. To illustrate, for the item: 4, which was “ Reading 

English outside class will help me develop my critical thinking skills”, the frequency 
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rate is totally equal, which means both groups believe that reading extensively 

develops their critical thinking skills as the table suggests below: 

Q4 

Section Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

29 Valid D 3 16,7 16,7 16,7 

A 7 38,9 38,9 55,6 

SA 8 44,4 44,4 100,0 

Total 18 100,0 100,0  

30 Valid D 3 16,7 16,7 16,7 

A 11 61,1 61,1 77,8 

SA 4 22,2 22,2 100,0 

Total 18 100,0 100,0  

 

Table: 10: Frequency percentages of both groups for item: 4.  

  In the “Post-Survey”, for items measuring the relationship between reading 

literature or academic texts to the critical thinking skills, again the treatment group 1 

rated higher.  

One-Sample Test 

SECTION 

Test Value = 0 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

29 Q4 22,860 18 ,000 3,158 2,87 3,45 

Q5 20,679 18 ,000 2,947 2,65 3,25 

Q7 14,602 18 ,000 3,053 2,61 3,49 

Q8 21,770 18 ,000 3,263 2,95 3,58 

30 Q4 17,544 18 ,000 3,000 2,64 3,36 

Q5 16,264 18 ,000 2,737 2,38 3,09 

Q7 17,110 18 ,000 2,895 2,54 3,25 

Q8 18,000 18 ,000 2,842 2,51 3,17 

 

Table 11: T-Test for items: 4, 5, 7 & 8.  
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In the “Pre-Survey”, there was an item, which clearly asked the participants to 

mark which type of texts they believe will improve their critical thinking skills, and 

the treatment group 1 stated that they favor academic texts more than the literature 

texts to improve their critical thinking skills.  

 

Q10 

Section Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

29 Valid Academic 11 61,1 61,1 61,1 

Literature 7 38,9 38,9 100,0 

Total 18 100,0 100,0  

30 Valid Academic 5 27,8 27,8 27,8 

Literature 13 72,2 72,2 100,0 

Total 18 100,0 100,0  

 

Table: 12: Frequency percentage for item: 10 

 In the “Post-Survey”, the treatment group 1 almost totally changed their minds 

and remarked that they believed literature texts would develop their critical thinking 

skills more than academic articles would do. 
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Table: 13: Frequency rate for item 9; which was “Which one do you think 

may inform your critical thinking skills?” 

  

 From the data provided here, among all one thing vivid and easily discernible 

is the treatment group 1, after experiencing with the literature texts reports their 

positive attitude about all the aspects this study is trying to shed light on.   

 

6. Conclusion   

The present findings of the study shed light not only on the crucial role of the 

extensive reading for EAP students but also on the convenience of it to improve EAP 

students’ language skills as well as developing their critical thinking skills with the 

help of literature texts. The treatment group 1 participants held more positive views 

about reading literature as extensive reading material.  With the help of this study they 
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had a chance to experiment with literature texts. The positive results cannot be seen as 

due to “halo” effect as both groups have experienced with the extensive read pack for 

the first time. Besides, in the “Post-Survey”, the weighty rise in the frequency rate of 

the treatment group 1’s answers for the literature texts shows the positive effect of 

literature text in extensive reading pack beyond doubt. At all events, making students 

try out literature texts, the researcher raised students’ awareness about different types 

of texts and analyzing a written work from a critical perspective. 

In conclusion, in EAP context, the students can be given a chance to try out 

different genres of texts. Literature is a rewarding alternative for these students. 

Reading literature extensively outside class will definitely make them have a relief 

from the heavy workload studying something pleasurable. At the same time, they will 

see the benefit of this diversion by developing their language skills, like improving 

their vocabulary, and by adding to their critical thinking skills. For EAP, literature can 

be taken as a little light relief that is well worth a visit.  

 

7. Limitations and Suggestions for Further Research 

As in all studies, this study should be interpreted in the light of several limitations. 

First of all, for an extensive reading pack in order to make students appreciate more of 

literature, they could have been assigned to read more. Yet, due to the limitations of 

the curriculum, quite small credit is allocated for the extensive reading pack and being 

motivated by grades, ENG 101 students may have refused to read any literature text, 

at all. Furthermore, the researcher could have done more critical reading strategy 

training for both groups so that they could have analyzed the extensive reading texts 

more critically. However, again due to time limitations, I could not spare more time 

for this. Lastly, it is quite a short-term study with limited materials and participants to 
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see such big results. If the study had a longer time to spare, it would have more 

process-based results. 

 Deciding to write an action research, the first thing I did was to try to find the 

most fitting definition to adopt for myself and it was the one offered by Mackey and 

Gass: “action research generally refers to research carried out by practitioners in order 

to gain a better understanding of the dynamics of how second languages are learned 

and taught, together with some focus on improving the conditions and efficiency of 

learning and teaching” (2005, p.350). To this end, this study made me “gain a better 

understanding” of EAP students’ dynamics about reading, extensive reading and 

critical thinking skills. For the second part of Mackey and Gass’s definition, I can tell 

that a lot more can be done to improve the conditions and efficiency of our students’ 

learning: this study can be extended to more participants from a wide range of 

departments and according to their interest, unique reading literature packs can be 

designed. With the help of these reading packs, the instructors can spare some time to 

provide our students with some strategy training about critical reading. These can be 

the extensions of this small-scale study. As a last word, although action research is a 

progressive construct, still I see something cyclical in it; we, as teachers, should 

always be rethinking about our remedies and revisiting our understanding of teaching. 
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  Appendices 

Appendix 1 

Pre-Survey 

Section: 

Department: 

 

Extensive Reading Attitude Survey 

 

Here are 11 statements which may or may not describe your beliefs about 

reading in English outside class. Rate each statement by circling a number 

between 1 and 4 where the numbers mean the following: 

 

1: Strongly Disagree           2: Disagree              3: Agree               4:Strongly 

Agree 

                                             SD D A SA 

1. I would feel comfortable reading texts in the reading pack. 1 2 3      4 

2. I would feel comfortable reading academic articles in my 

reading pack. 

1 

 

2 

 

 

  3      

 

 

  4 

3. I would feel comfortable reading literature texts in my 

reading pack. 

1 

 

2 

 

3      

 

  4 

4. Reading English outside class will help me develop my 

critical thinking skills.  

1 

 

2 

 

3     

 

  4 

5. Reading English outside class will help me evaluate the 

information presented to me. 

1 

 

2    

 

3    4 

6. Reading English outside class will improve my intellectual 

background. 

1 2       3 4 

7. I do not believe that reading English outside class will help 

me see new ways of thinking.  

1 

 

2 3  

 

 

   4 

8. Reading English outside class will help me cope with my 1 2     3   4 
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Please answer the following demographic questions. Responses will only be used 

for education research purposes. Clearly circle your answers below. 

 

10. Which one below do you think will improve your critical thinking skills? 

(A) Academic Articles 

(B) Literature Texts  

 

11. I …………. read English outside class on my own.  

 (A) always 

 (B) usually 

 (C) often 

 (D) seldom 

 (E) never 

 

Please specify: 

Newspaper      ….. 

Journal       ….. 

Magazine      ….. 

Academic Article     ….. 

Fiction       ….. 

Other(s) (please specify) ……………………………….. 

 

 

Thank you very much for your cooperation.  

 

 

departmental courses.  

 

 

9. I believe that encountering unfamiliar expressions in the 

reading text will improve my English. 

1 

 

2    

 

 

  3 4 
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Appendix 2 

Critical Thinking Input Session 
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Appendix 3 

Extensive Reading Pack for the Treatment Group – Short Stories 

1. 

“Reunion” by John Cheever 

 

The last time I saw my father was in Grand Central Station. I was going from my 

grandmother's in the Adirondacks to a cottage on the Cape that my mother had rented, 

and I wrote my father that I would be in New York between trains for an hour and a 

half, and asked if we could have lunch together. His secretary wrote to say that he 

would meet me at the information booth at noon, and at twelve o'clock sharp I saw 

him coming through the crowd. He was a stranger to me - my mother divorced him 

three years ago and I hadn't seen him since - but as soon as I saw him I felt that he 

was my father, my flesh and blood, my future and my doom. I knew that when I was 

grown I would be something like him; I would have to plan my campaigns within his 

limitations. He was a big, good-looking man, and I was terribly happy to see him 

again. He struck me on the back and shook my hand. “Hi, Charlie,” he said. “Hi, boy. 

I'd like to take you up to my club, but it's in the Sixties, and if you have to catch an 

early train I guess we'd better get something to eat around here.” He put his arm 

around me, and I smelled my father the way my mother sniffs a rose. It was a rich 

compound of whiskey, after-shave lotion, shoe polish, woolens, and the rankness of 

the mature male. I hoped that someone would see us together. I wished that we could 

be photographed. I wanted some record of our having been together. 

 

We went out of the station and up a side street to a restaurant. It was still early, and 

the place was empty. The bartender was quarrelling with a delivery boy, and there 

was one very old waiter in a red coat down by the kitchen door. We sat down, and my 

father hailed the waiter in a loud voice. “Kellner!“ he shouted. “Carbon! Cameriere! 

You!“ His boisterousness in the empty restaurant seemed out of place. “Could we 

have a little service here!” he shouted. “Chop-chop.” Then he clapped his hands. This 

caught the waiter's attention, and he shuffled over to our table. 

 

“Were you clapping your hands at me?” he asked. 

 

“Calm down, calm down, sommelier,” my father said. “If it isn't too much to ask of 

you--if it wouldn't be above and beyond the call of duty--we would like a couple of 

Beefeater Gibsons.” 

 

“I don't like to be clapped at,” the waiter said. 

 

“I should have brought my whistle,” my father said. “I have a whistle that is audible 

only to the ears of old waiters. Now, take out your little pad and your little pencil and 

see if you can get this straight: two Beefeater Gibsons. Repeat after me: two Beefeater 

Gibsons.” 

 

“I think you'd better go somewhere else,” the waiter said quietly. 
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“That,” said my father, “is one of the most brilliant suggestions I have ever heard. 

Come on, Charlie, let's get the hell out of here.” 

 

I followed my father out of that restaurant into another. He was not so boisterous this 

time. Our drinks came, and he cross-questioned me about the baseball season. He then 

struck the edge of his empty glass with his knife and began shouting again. “Garcon! 

Kellner! Cameriere! You! Could we trouble you to bring us two more of the same.”  

 

“How old is the boy?” the waiter asked. 

 

“That,” my father said, “is none of your God-damned business.” 

 

“I'm sorry, sir,” the waiter said, “but I won't serve the boy another drink.” 

 

“Well, I have some news for you,” my father said. “I have some very interesting news 

for you. This doesn't happen to be the only restaurant in New York. They've opened 

another on the corner. Come on, Charlie.” 

 

He paid the bill, and I followed him out of the restaurant into another. Here the 

waiters wore pink jackets like hunting coats, and there was a lot of horse tack on the 

walls. We sat down, and my father began to shout again. “Master of the hounds! 

Tallyhoo and all that sort of thing. We'd like a little something in the way of a stirrup 

cup. Namely, two Bibson Geefeaters.” 

 

“Two Bibson Geefeaters?” the waiter asked, smiling. 

 

“You know damned well what I want,” my father said angrily. “I want two Beefeater 

Gibsons, and make it snappy. Things have changed in jolly old England. So my friend 

the duke tells me. Let's see what England can produce in the way of a cocktail.” 

 

“This isn't England,” the waiter said. 

 

“Don't argue with me,” my father said. “Just do as you're told.” 

 

“I just thought you might like to know where you are,” the waiter said. 

 

“If there is one thing I cannot tolerate,” my father said, “it is an impudent domestic. 

Come on, Charlie.” 

 

The fourth place we went to was Italian. “Buon giorno,“ my father said. “Per favore, 

possiamo avere due cocktail americani, forti, forti. Molto gin, poco vermut.” 

 

“I don't understand Italian,” the waiter said. 

 

“Oh, come off it,” my father said. “You understand Italian, and you know damned 

well you do. Vogliamo due cocktail Americani. Subito.” 

 

The waiter left us and spoke with the captain, who came over to our table and said, 

“I'm sorry, sir, but this table is reserved.” 
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“All right,” my father said. “Get us another table.”  

 

“All the tables are reserved,” the captain said. 

 

“I get it,” my father said. “You don't desire our patronage. Is that it? Well, the hell 

with you. Vada all'inferno. Let's go, Charlie.” 

 

“I have to get my train,” I said. 

 

“I sorry, sonny,” my father said. “I'm terribly sorry,” He put his arm around me and 

pressed me against him. “I'll walk you back to the station. If there had only been time 

to go up to my club.” 

 

“That's all right, Daddy,” I said. 

 

“I'll get you a paper,” he said. “I'll get you a paper to read on the train.” 

 

Then he went up to a news stand and said, “Kind sir, will you be good enough to 

favour me with one of your God-damned, no-good, ten-cent afternoon papers?” The 

clerk turned away from him and stared at a magazine cover. “Is it asking too much, 

kind sir,” my father said, “is it asking too much for you to sell me one of your 

disgusting specimens of yellow journalism?” 

 

“I have to go, Daddy,” I said. “It's late.” 

 

“Now, just wait a second, sonny,” he said. “Just wait a second. I want to get a rise out 

of this chap.” 

 

“Goodbye, Daddy,” I said, and I went down the stairs and got my train, and that was 

the last time I saw my father. 
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2.  

                                                           “A Devoted Son”  

                                                             By Anita Desai 

When the results appeared in the morning papers, Rakesh scanned them barefoot and in his 

pajamas, at the garden gate, then went up the steps to the verandah where his father sat 

sipping his morning tea and bowed down to touch his feet. 

“A first division, son?” his father asked, beaming, reaching for the papers. 

“At the top of the list, papa,” Rakesh murmured, as if awed. “First in the country.” 

Bedlam broke loose then. The family whooped and danced. The whole day long visitors 

streamed into the small yellow house at the end of the road to congratulate the parents of 

this Wunderkind, to slap Rakesh on the back and fill the house and garden with the sounds 

and colors of a festival. There were garlands and halwa, party clothes and gifts (enough 

fountain pens to last years, even a watch or two), nerves and temper and joy, all in a 

multicolored whirl of pride and great shining vistas newly opened: Rakesh was the first son in 

the family to receive an education, so much had been sacrificed in order to send him to school 

and then medical college, and at last the fruits of their sacrifice had arrived, golden and 

glorious. 

To everyone who came to him to say “Mubarak, Varmaji, your son has brought you glory,” 

the father said, “Yes, and do you know what is the first thing he did when he saw the results 

this morning? He came and touched my feet. He bowed down and touched my feet.” This 

moved many of the women in the crowd so much that they were seen to raise the ends of their 

saris and dab at their tears while the men reached out for the betel-leaves and sweetmeats that 

were offered around on trays and shook their heads in wonder and approval of such 

exemplary filial behavior. “One does not often see such behavior in sons any more,” they all 

agreed, a little enviously perhaps. Leaving the house, some of the women said, sniffing, “At 

least on such an occasion they might have served pure ghee sweets,” and some of the men 

said, “Don’t you think old Varma was giving himself airs? He needn’t think we don’t 

remember that he comes from the vegetable market himself, his father used to sell vegetables, 

and he has never seen the inside of a school.” But there was more envy than rancor in their 

voices and it was, of course, inevitable—not every son in that shabby little colony at the edge 

of the city was destined to shine as Rakesh shone, and who knew that better than the parents 

themselves? 

And that was only the beginning, the first step in a great, sweeping ascent to the radiant 

heights of fame and fortune. The thesis he wrote for his M.D. brought Rakesh still greater 

glory, if only in select medical circles. He won a scholarship. He went to the USA (that was 

what his father learnt to call it and taught the whole family to say—not America, which was 

what the ignorant neighbors called it, but, with a grand familiarity, “the USA”) where he 

pursued his career in the most prestigious of all hospitals and won encomiums from his 

American colleagues which were relayed to his admiring and glowing family. What was 

more, he came back, he actually returned to that small yellow house in the once-new but 

increasingly shabby colony, right at the end of the road where the rubbish vans tipped out 

their stinking contents for pigs to nose in and rag-pickers to build their shacks on, all 

steaming and smoking just outside the neat wire fences and welltended gardens. To this 

Rakesh returned and the first thing he did on entering the house was to slip out of the 

embraces of his sisters and brothers and bow down and touch his father’s feet. 
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As for his mother, she gloated chiefly over the strange fact that he had not married in 

America, had not brought home a foreign wife as all her neighbors had warned her he would, 

for wasn’t that what all Indian boys went abroad for? Instead he agreed, almost without 

argument, to marry a girl she had picked out for him in her own village, the daughter of a 

childhood friend, a plump and uneducated girl, it was true, but so old-fashioned, so placid, so 

complaisant that she slipped into the household and settled in like a charm, seemingly too 

lazy and too good-natured to even try and make Rakesh leave home and set up independently, 

as any other girl might have done. What was more, she was pretty—really pretty, in a plump, 

pudding way that only gave way to fat—soft, spreading fat, like warm wax—after the birth of 

their first baby, a son, and then what did it matter? 

For some years Rakesh worked in the city hospital, quickly rising to the top of the 

administrative organization, and was made a director before he left to set up his own clinic. 

He took his parents in his car—a new, sky-blue Ambassador with a rear window full of 

stickers and charms revolving on strings—to see the clinic when it was built, and the large 

sign-board over the door on which his name was printed in letters of red, with a row of 

degrees and qualifications to follow it like so many little black slaves of the regent. Thereafter 

his fame seemed to grow just a little dimmer—or maybe it was only that everyone in town 

had grown accustomed to it at last—but it was also the beginning of his fortune for he now 

became known not only as the best but also the richest doctor in town. 

However, all this was not accomplished in the wink of an eye. Naturally not. It was the 

achievement of a lifetime and it took up Rakesh’s whole life. At the time he set up his clinic 

his father had grown into an old man and retired from his post at the kerosene dealer’s depot 

at which he had worked for forty years, and his mother died soon after, giving up the ghost 

with a sigh that sounded positively happy, for it was her own son who ministered to her in her 

last illness and who sat pressing her feet at the last moment—such a son as few women had 

borne. 

For it had to be admitted—and the most unsuccessful and most rancorous of neighbors 

eventually did so—that Rakesh was not only a devoted son and a miraculously good-natured 

man who contrived somehow to obey his parents and humor his wife and show concern 

equally for his children and his patients, but there was actually a brain inside this beautifully 

polished and formed body of good manners and kind nature and, in between ministering to his 

family and playing host to many friends and coaxing them all into feeling happy and grateful 

and content, he had actually trained his hands as well and emerged an excellent doctor, a 

really fine surgeon. How one man—and a man born to illiterate parents, his father having 

worked for a kerosene dealer and his mother having spent her life in a kitchen—had achieved, 

combined and conducted such a medley of virtues, no one could fathom , but all 

acknowledged his talent and skill. 

It was a strange fact, however, that talent and skill, if displayed for too long, cease to dazzle. 

It came to pass that the most admiring of all eyes eventually faded and no longer blinked at 

his glory. Having retired from work and having lost his wife, the old father very quickly went 

to pieces, as they say. He developed so many complaints and fell ill so frequently and with 

such mysterious diseases that even his son could no longer make out when it was something 

of significance and when it was merely a peevish whim. He sat huddled on his string bed 

most of the day and developed an exasperating habit of stretching out suddenly and lying 

absolutely still, allowing the whole family to fly around him in a flap, wailing and weeping, 

and then suddenly sitting up, stiff and gaunt, and spitting out a big gob of betel-juice as if to 

mock their behavior. 

He did this once too often: there had been a big party in the house, a birthday party for the 

youngest son, and the celebrations had to be suddenly hushed, covered up and hustled out of 
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the way when the daughter-in-law discovered, or thought she discovered, that the old man, 

stretched out from end to end of his string bed, had lost his pulse; the party broke up, 

dissolved, even turned into a band of mourners, when the old man sat up and the distraught 

daughter-in-law received a gob of red spittle right on the hem of her organza sari. After that 

no one much cared if he sat up crosslegged on his bed, hawking and spitting, or lay down flat 

and turned gray as a corpse. Except, of course, for that pearl amongst pearls, his son Rakesh. 

It was Rakesh who brought him his morning tea, not in one of the china cups from which the 

rest of the family drank, but in the old man’s favorite brass tumbler, and sat at the edge of his 

bed, comfortable and relaxed with the string of his pajamas dangling out from under his fine 

lawn night-shirt, and discussed or, rather, read out the morning news to his father. It made no 

difference to him that his father made no response apart from spitting. It was Rakesh, too, 

who, on returning from the clinic in the evening, persuaded the old man to come out of his 

room, as bare and desolate as a cell, and take the evening air out in the garden, beautifully 

arranging the pillows and bolsters on the divan in the corner of the open verandah. On 

summer nights he saw to it that the servants carried out the old man’s bed onto the lawn and 

himself helped his father down the steps and onto the bed, soothing him and settling him 

down for a night under the stars. 

All this was very gratifying for the old man. What was not so gratifying was that he even 

undertook to supervise his father’s diet. One day when the father was really sick, having 

ordered his daughter-in-law to make him a dish ofsoojie halwa and eaten it with a saucerful of 

cream, Rakesh marched into the room, not with his usual respectful step but with the 

confident and rather contemptuous stride of the famous doctor, and declared, “No 

more halwa for you, papa. We must be sensible, at your age. If you must have something 

sweet, Veena will cook you a little kheer, that’s light, just a little rice and milk. But nothing 

fried, nothing rich. We can’t have this happening again.” 

The old man who had been lying stretched out on his bed, weak and feeble after a day’s 

illness, gave a start at the very sound, the tone of these words. He opened his eyes—rather, 

they fell open with shock—and he stared at his son with disbelief that darkened quickly to 

reproach. A son who actually refused his father the food he craved? No, it was unheard of, it 

was incredible. But Rakesh had turned his back to him and was cleaning up the litter of 

bottles and packets on the medicine shelf and did not notice while Veena slipped silently out 

of the room with a little smirk that only the old man saw, and hated. 

Halwa was only the first item to be crossed off the old man’s diet. One delicacy after the 

other went—everything fried to begin with, then everything sweet, and eventually everything, 

everything that the old man enjoyed. 

The meals that arrived for him on the shining stainless steel tray twice a day were frugal to 

say the least—dry bread, boiled lentils, boiled vegetables and, if there were a bit of chicken or 

fish, that was boiled too. If he called for another helping—in a cracked voice that quavered 

theatrically—Rakesh himself would come to the door, gaze at him sadly and shake his head, 

saying, “Now, papa, we must be careful, we can’t risk another illness, you know,” and 

although the daughter-in-law kept tactfully out of the way, the old man could just see her 

smirk sliding merrily through the air. He tried to bribe his grandchildren into buying him 

sweets (and how he missed his wife now, that generous, indulgent and illiterate cook), 

whispering, “Here’s fifty paise,” as he stuffed the coins into a tight, hot fist. “Run down to the 

shop at the crossroads and buy me thirty paise worth of jalebis, and you can spend the 

remaining twenty paise on yourself. Eh? Understand? Will you do that?” He got away with it 

once or twice but then was found out, the conspirator was scolded by his father and smacked 

by his mother and Rakesh came storming into the room, almost tearing his hair as he shouted 

through compressed lips, “Now papa, are you trying to turn my little son into a liar? Quite 
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apart from spoiling your own stomach, you are spoiling him as well—you are encouraging 

him to lie to his own parents. You should have heard the lies he told his mother when she saw 

him bringing back those jalebis wrapped up in filthy newspaper. I don’t allow anyone in my 

house to buy sweets in the bazaar, papa, surely you know that. There’s cholera in the city, 

typhoid, gastroenteritis—I see these cases daily in the hospital, how can I allow my own 

family to run such risks?” The old man sighed and lay down in the corpse position. But that 

worried no one any longer. 

There was only one pleasure left in the old man now (his son’s early morning visits and 

readings from the newspaper could no longer be called that) and those were visits from 

elderly neighbors. These were not frequent as his contemporaries were mostly as decrepit and 

helpless as he and few could walk the length of the road to visit him any more. Old Bhatia, 

next door, however, who was still spry enough to refuse, adamantly, to bathe in the tiled 

bathroom indoors and to insist on carrying out his brass mug and towel, in all seasons and 

usually at impossible hours, into the yard and bathe noisily under the garden tap, would look 

over the hedge to see if Varma were out on his verandah and would call to him and talk while 

he wrapped his dhoti about him and dried the sparse hair on his head, shivering with 

enjoyable exaggeration. Of course these conversations, bawled across the hedge by two rather 

deaf old men conscious of having their entire households overhearing them, were not very 

satisfactory but Bhatia occasionally came out of his yard, walked down the bit of road and 

came in at Varma’s gate to collapse onto the stone plinth built under the temple tree. If 

Rakesh was at home he would help his father down the steps into the garden and arrange him 

on his night bed under the tree and leave the two old men to chew betel-leaves and discuss the 

ills of their individual bodies with combined passion. 

“At least you have a doctor in the house to look after you,” sighed Bhatia, having vividly 

described his martyrdom to piles. 

“Look after me?” cried Varma, his voice cracking like an ancient clay jar. “He—he does not 

even give me enough to eat.” 

“What?” said Bhatia, the white hairs in his ears twitching. “Doesn’t give you enough to eat? 

Your own son?” 

“My own son. If I ask him for one more piece of bread, he says no, papa, I weighed out 

the ata myself and I can’t allow you to have more than two hundred grams of cereal a day. 

He weighs the food he gives me, Bhatia—he has scales to weigh it on. That is what it has 

come to.” 

“Never,” murmured Bhatia in disbelief. “Is it possible, even in this evil age, for a son to 

refuse his father food?” 

“Let me tell you,” Varma whispered eagerly. “Today the family was having fried fish—I 

could smell it. I called to my daughter-in-law to bring me a piece. She came to the door and 

said no. . . .” 

“Said no?” It was Bhatia’s voice that cracked. A drongo shot out of the tree and sped away. 

“No?” 

“No, she said no, Rakesh has ordered her to give me nothing fried. No butter, he says, no oil. . 

. .” 

“No butter? No oil? How does he expect his father to live?” 
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Old Varma nodded with melancholy triumph. “That is how he treats me—after I have brought 

him up, given him an education, made him a great doctor. Great doctor! This is the way great 

doctors treat their fathers, Bhatia,” for the son’s sterling personality and character now 

underwent a curious sea change. Outwardly all might be the same but the interpretation had 

altered: his masterly efficiency was nothing but cold heartlessness, his authority was only 

tyranny in disguise. 

There was cold comfort in complaining to neighbors and, on such a miserable diet, Varma 

found himself slipping, weakening and soon becoming a genuinely sick man. Powders and 

pills and mixtures were not only brought in when dealing with a crisis like an upset stomach 

but became a regular part of his diet—became his diet, complained Varma, supplanting the 

natural foods he craved. There were pills to regulate his bowel movements, pills to bring 

down his blood pressure, pills to deal with his arthritis and, eventually, pills to keep his heart 

beating. In between there were panicky rushes to the hospital, some humiliating experience 

with the stomach pump and enema, which left him frightened and helpless. He cried easily, 

shriveling up on his bed, but if he complained of a pain or even a vague, gray fear in the 

night, Rakesh would simply open another bottle of pills and force him to take one. “I have my 

duty to you papa,” he said when his father begged to be let off. 

“Let me be,” Varma begged, turning his face away from the pills on the outstretched hand. 

“Let me die. It would be better. I do not want to live only to eat your medicines.” 

“Papa, be reasonable.” 

“I leave that to you,” the father cried with sudden spirit. “Leave me alone, let me die now, I 

cannot live like this.” 

“Lying all day on his pillows, fed every few hours by his daughter-in-law’s own hand, visited 

by every member of his family daily—and then he says he does not want to live ‘like this,’” 

Rakesh was heard to say, laughing, to someone outside the door. 

“Deprived of food,” screamed the old man on the bed, “his wishes ignored, taunted by his 

daughter-in-law, laughed at by his grandchildren—that is how I live.” But he was very old 

and weak and all anyone heard was an incoherent croak, some expressive grunts and cries of 

genuine pain. Only once, when old Bhatia had come to see him and they sat together under 

the temple tree, they heard him cry, “God is calling me—and they won’t let me go.” 

The quantities of vitamins and tonics he was made to take were not altogether useless. They 

kept him alive and even gave him a kind of strength that made him hang on long after he 

ceased to wish to hang on. It was as though he were straining at a rope, trying to break it, and 

it would not break, it was still strong. He only hurt himself, trying. 

In the evening, that summer, the servants would come into his cell, grip his bed, one at each 

end, and carry it out to the verandah, there sitting it down with a thump that jarred every tooth 

in his head. In answer to his agonized complaints they said the doctor sahib had told them he 

must take the evening air and the evening air they would make him take—thump. Then 

Veena, that smiling, hypocritical pudding in a rustling sari, would appear and pile up the 

pillows under his head till he was propped up stiffly into a sitting position that made his head 

swim and his back ache. 

“Let me lie down,” he begged. “I can’t sit up any more.” 
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“Try, papa, Rakesh said you can if you try,” she said, and drifted away to the other end of the 

verandah where her transistor radio vibrated to the lovesick tunes from the cinema that she 

listened to all day. 

So there he sat, like some stiff corpse, terrified, gazing out on the lawn where his grandsons 

played cricket, in danger of getting one of their hard-spun balls in his eye, and at the gate that 

opened onto the dusty and rubbish-heaped lane but still bore, proudly, a newly touched-up 

signboard that bore his son’s name and qualifications, his own name having vanished from 

the gate long ago. 

At last the sky-blue Ambassador arrived, the cricket game broke up in haste, the car drove in 

smartly and the doctor, the great doctor, all in white, stepped out. Someone ran up to take his 

bag from him, others to escort him up the steps. “Will you have tea?” his wife called, turning 

down the transistor set. “Or a Coca-Cola? Shall I fry you some samosas?” But he did not 

reply or even glance in her direction. Ever a devoted son, he went first to the corner where his 

father sat gazing, stricken, at some undefined spot in the dusty yellow air that swam before 

him. He did not turn his head to look at his son. But he stopped gobbling air with his 

uncontrolled lips and set his jaw as hard as a sick and very old man could set it. 

“Papa,” his son said, tenderly, sitting down on the edge of the bed and reaching out to press 

his feet. 

Old Varma tucked his feet under him, out of the way, and continued to gaze stubbornly into 

the yellow air of the summer evening. 

“Papa, I’m home.” 

Varma’s hand jerked suddenly, in a sharp, derisive movement, but he did not speak. 

“How are you feeling, papa?” 

Then Varma turned and looked at his son. His face was so out of control and all in pieces, that 

the multitude of expressions that crossed it could not make up a whole and convey to the 

famous man exactly what his father thought of him, his skill, his art. 

“I’m dying,” he croaked. “Let me die, I tell you.” 

“Papa, you’re joking,” his son smiled at him, lovingly. “I’ve brought you a new tonic to make 

you feel better. You must take it, it will make you feel stronger again. Here it is. Promise me 

you will take it regularly, papa.” 

Varma’s mouth worked as hard as though he still had a gob of betel in it (his supply of betel 

had been cut off years ago). Then he spat out some words, as sharp and bitter as poison, into 

his son’s face. “Keep your tonic—I want none—I want none—I won’t take any more of—of 

your medicines. None. Never,” and he swept the bottle out of his son’s hand with a wave of 

his own, suddenly grand, suddenly effective. 

His son jumped, for the bottle was smashed and thick brown syrup had splashed up, staining 

his white trousers. His wife let out a cry and came running. All around the old man was 

hubbub once again, noise, attention. 

He gave one push to the pillows at his back and dislodged them so he could sink down on his 

back, quite flat again. He closed his eyes and pointed his chin at the ceiling, like some dire 

prophet, groaning, “God is calling me—now let me go.” 
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3.  
 

“A Family Supper” 

                         By Kazuo Ishiguro 

   

Fugu is a fish caught off the Pacific shores of Japan. The fish has held a special significance for me ever 

since my mother died through eating one. The poison resides in the sexual glands of the fish, inside two 

fragile bags. When preparing the fish, these bags must be removed with caution, for any clumsiness will 

result in the poison leaking into the veins. Regrettably, it is not easy to tell whether or not this operation 

has been carried out successfully. The proof is, as it were, in the eating. 

  Fugu poisoning is hideously painful and almost always fatal. If the fish has been eaten during the 

evening, the victim is usually overtaken by pain during his sleep. He rolls about in agony for a few hours 

and is dead by morning. The fish became extremely popular in Japan after the war. Until stricter 

regulations were imposed, it was all the rage to perform the hazardous gutting operation in one's own 

kitchen, then to invite neighbours and friends round for the feast. 

  At the time of my mother's death, I was living in California. My relationship with my parents had 

become somewhat strained around that period, and consequently I did not learn of the circumstances 

surrounding her death until I returned to Tokyo two years later. Apparently, my mother had always 

refused to eat fugu, but on this particular occasion she had made an exception, having been invited by an 

old schoolfriend whom she was anxious not to offend. It was my father who supplied me with the details 

as we drove from the airport to his house in the Kamakura district. When we finally arrived, it was nearing 

the end of a sunny autumn day, 

  'Did you eat on the plane?' my father asked. We were sitting on the tatami floor of his tea-room. 

'They gave me a light snack.' 

'You must be hungry. We'll eat as soon as Kikuko arrives.' 

  My father was a formidable-looking man with a large stony jaw and furious black eyebrows. I think now 

in retrospect that he much resembled Chou En-lai, although he would not have cherished such a 

comparison, being particularly proud of the pure samurai blood that ran in the family. His general 

presence was not one which encouraged relaxed conversation; neither were things helped much by his odd 

way of stating each remark as if it were the concluding one. In fact, as I sat opposite him that afternoon, a 

boyhood memory came back to me of the time he had struck me several times around the head for 

'chattering like an old woman'. Inevitably, our conversation since my arrival at the airport had been 

punctuated by long pauses. 

  'I'm sorry to hear about the firm,' I said when neither of us had spoken for some time. He nodded gravely. 

  'In fact the story didn't end there,' he said. 'After the firm's collapse, Watanabe killed himself. He didn't 

wish to live with the disgrace.' 

'I see.' 

  'We were partners for seventeen years. A man of principle and honour. I respected him very much.' 

'Will you go into business again?' I asked. 

  'I am - in retirement. I'm too old to involve myself in new ventures now. Business these days has become 

so different. Dealing with foreigners. Doing things their way. I don't understand how we've come to this. 

Neither did Watanabe.' He sighed. 'A fine man. A man of principle.' 

  The tea-room looked out over the garden. From where I sat I could make out the ancient well which as a 

child I had believed haunted. It was just visible now through the thick foliage. The sun had sunk low and 

much of the garden had fallen into shadow. 

  'I'm glad in any case that you've decided to come back,' my father said. 'More than a short visit, I hope.' 

'I'm not sure what my plans will be.' 

  'I for one am prepared to forget the past. Your mother too was always ready to welcome you back - upset 

as she was by your behaviour.' 

  'I appreciate your sympathy. As I say, I'm not sure what my plans are.' 
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  'I've come to believe now that there were no evil intentions in your mind,' my father continued. 'You 

were swayed by certain -influences. Like so many others.' 

'Perhaps we should forget it, as you suggest.' 

'As you will. More tea?' 

Just then a girl's voice came echoing through the house. 

'At last.' My father rose to his feet. 'Kikuko has arrived.' 

  Despite our difference in years, my sister and I had always been close. Seeing me again seemed to make 

her excessively excited and for a while she did nothing but giggle nervously. But she calmed down 

somewhat when my father started to question her about Osaka and her university. She answered him with 

short formal replies. She in turn asked me a few questions, but she seemed inhibited by the fear that her 

questions might lead to awkward topics. After a while, the conversation had become even sparser than 

prior to Kikuko's arrival. Then my father stood up, saying: 'I must attend to the supper. Please excuse me 

for being burdened down by such matters. Kikuko will look after you.' 

  My sister relaxed quite visibly once he had left the room. Within a few minutes, she was chatting freely 

about her friends in Osaka and about her classes at university. Then quite suddenly she decided we should 

walk in the garden and went striding out onto the veranda. We put on some straw sandals that had been 

left along the veranda rail and stepped out into the garden. The daylight had almost gone. 

  'I've been dying for a smoke for the last half-hour,' she said, lighting a cigarette. 

'Then why didn't you smoke?' 

  She made a furtive gesture back towards the house, then grinned mischievously. 

'Oh I see,'I said. 

'Guess what? I've got a boyfriend now.' 

'Oh yes?' 

'Except I'm wondering what to do. I haven't made up my mind yet.' 

'Quite understandable.' 

  'You see, he's making plans to go to America. He wants me to go with him as soon as I finish studying.' 

  ‘I see. And you want to go to America?' 

  'If we go, we're going to hitch-hike.' Kikuko waved a thumb in front of my face. 'People say it's 

dangerous, but I've done it in Osaka and it's fine.' 

'I see. So what is it you're unsure about?' 

  We were following a narrow path that wound through the shrubs and finished by the old well. As we 

walked, Kikuko persisted in taking unnecessarily theatrical puffs on her cigarette. 

'Well. I've got lots of friends now in Osaka. I like it there. I'm not sure I want to leave them all behind just 

yet. And Suichi  – I like him, but I'm not sure I want to spend so much time with him. Do you  

understand?' 'Oh perfectly.' 

  She grinned again, then skipped on ahead of me until she had reached the well. 'Do you remember,' she 

said, as I came walking up to her, 'how you used to say this well was haunted?' 

'Yes, I remember.' 

We both peered over the side. 

  'Mother always told me it was the old woman from the vegetable store you'd seen that night,' she said. 

'But I never believed her and never came out here alone.' 

  'Mother used to tell me that too. She even told me once the old woman had confessed to being the ghost. 

Apparently she'd been taking a short cut through our garden. I imagine she had some trouble clambering 

over these walls.' 

  Kikuko gave a giggle. She then turned her back to the well, casting her gaze about the garden. 

  'Mother never really blamed you, you know,' she said, in a new voice. I remained silent. 'She always used 

to say to me how it was then-fault, hers and Father's, for not bringing you up correctly. She used to tell me 

how much more careful they'd been with me, and that's why I was so good.' She looked up and the 

mischievous grin had returned to her face. 'Poor Mother,' she said. 

'Yes. Poor Mother.' 

'Are you going back to California?' 

'I don't know. I'll have to see.' 

'What happened to - to her? To Vicki?' 

  'That's all finished with,' I said. 'There's nothing much left for me now in California.' 

'Do you think I ought to go there?' 
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  'Why not? I don't know. You'll probably like it.' I glanced towards the house. 'Perhaps we'd better go in 

soon. Father might need a hand with the supper.' 

  But my sister was once more peering down into the well. 'I can't see any ghosts,' she said. Her voice 

echoed a little. 

'Is Father very upset about his firm collapsing?' 

  'Don't know. You can never tell with Father.' Then suddenly she straightened up and turned to me. 'Did 

he tell you about old Watanabe? What he did?' 

'I heard he committed suicide.' 

  'Well, that wasn't all. He took his whole family with him. His wife and his two little girls.' 

'Oh yes?' 

  'Those two beautiful little girls. He turned on the gas while they were all asleep. Then he cut his stomach 

with a meat knife.' 

  'Yes, Father was just telling me how Watanabe was a man of principle.' 

'Sick.' My sister turned back to the well. 

'Careful. You'll fall right in.' 

'I can't see any ghost,' she said. 'You were lying to me all that time.' 

'But I never said it lived down the well.' 

'Where is it, then?' 

  We both looked around at the trees and shrubs. The light in the garden had grown very dim. Eventually I 

pointed to a small clearing some ten yards away. 

'Just there I saw it. Just there.' 

We stared at the spot. 

'What did it look like?' 

'I couldn't see very well. It was dark.' 

'But you must have seen something.' 

'It was an old woman. She was just standing there, watching me.' 

We kept staring at the spot as if mesmerized. 

  'She was wearing a white kimono,' I said. 'Some of her hair had come undone. It was blowing around a 

little.' 

  Kikuko pushed her elbow against my arm. 'Oh be quiet. You're trying to frighten me all over again.' She 

trod on the remains of her cigarette, then for a brief moment stood regarding it with a perplexed 

expression. She kicked some pine needles over it, then once more displayed her grin. 'Let's see if supper's 

ready,' she said. 

  We found my father in the kitchen. He gave us a quick glance, then carried on with what he was doing. 

  'Father's become quite a chef Since he's had to manage on his own,' Kikuko said with a laugh. He turned 

and looked at my sister coldly. 

  'Hardly a skill I'm proud of,' he said. 'Kikuko, come here and help.' 

  For some moments my sister did not move. Then she stepped forward and took an apron hanging from a 

drawer. 

  'Just these vegetables need cooking now,' he said to her. 'The rest just needs watching.' Then he looked 

up and regarded me strangely for some seconds. 'I expect you want to look around the house,' he said 

eventually. He put down the chopsticks he had been holding. 'It's a long time since you've seen it.' 

  As we left the kitchen I glanced back towards Kikuko, but her back was turned. 

'She's a good girl,' my father said quietly. 

  I followed my father from room to room. I had forgotten how large the house was. A panel would slide 

open and another room would appear. But the rooms were all startlingly empty. In one of the rooms the 

lights did not come on, and we stared at the stark walls and tatami in the pale light that came from the 

windows. 

  'This house is too large for a man to live in alone,' my father said. 'I don't have much use for most of 

these rooms now.' 

  But eventually my father opened the door to a room packed full of books and papers. There were flowers 

in vases and pictures on the walls. Then I noticed something on a low table in the corner of the room. I 

came nearer and saw it was a plastic model of a battleship, the kind constructed by children. It had been 

placed on some newspaper; scattered around it were assorted pieces of grey plastic. 

  My father gave a laugh. He came up to the table and picked up the model. 
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  'Since the firm folded,' he said, 'I have a little more time on my hands.' He laughed again, rather 

strangely. For a moment his face looked almost gentle. 'A little more time.' 

'That seems odd,' I said. 'You were always so busy.' 

  'Too busy perhaps.' He looked at me with a small smile. 'Perhaps I should have been a more attentive 

father.' 

  I laughed. He went on contemplating his battleship. Then he looked up. 'I hadn't meant to tell you this, 

but perhaps it's best that I do. It's my belief that your mother's death was no accident. She had many 

worries. And some disappointments.' 

We both gazed at the plastic battleship. 

  'Surely,' I said eventually, 'my mother didn't expect me to live here forever.' 

  'Obviously you don't see. You don't see how it is for some parents. Not only must they lose their 

children, they must lose them to things they don't understand.' He spun the battleship in his fingers. 'These 

little gunboats here could have been better glued, don't you think?' 

'Perhaps. I think it looks fine.' 

'During the war I spent some time on a ship rather like this. But my 

ambition was always the air force. I figured it like this. If your ship was struck by the enemy, all you could 

do was struggle in the water hoping for a lifeline. But in an aeroplane - well - there was always the final 

weapon.' He put the model back onto the table. 'I don't suppose you believe in war.' 

'Not particularly.' 

  He cast an eye around the room. 'Supper should be ready by now,' he said. 'You must be hungry.' 

  Supper was waiting in a dimly lit room next to the kitchen. The only source of light was a big lantern that 

hung over the table, casting the rest of the room into shadow. We bowed to each other before starting the 

meal. 

  There was little conversation. When I made some polite comment about the food, Kikuko giggled a little. 

Her earlier nervousness seemed to have returned to her. My father did not speak for several minutes. 

Finally he said: 

'It must feel strange for you, being back in Japan.' 

'Yes, it is a little strange.' 

'Already, perhaps, you regret leaving America.' 

  'A little. Not so much. I didn't leave behind much. Just some empty rooms.' 

'I see.' 

  I glanced across the table. My father's face looked stony and forbidding in the half-light. We ate on in 

silence. 

  Then my eye caught something at the back of the room. At first I continued eating, then my hands 

became still. The others noticed and looked at me. I went on gazing into the darkness past my father's 

shoulder. 

'Who is that? In that photograph there?' 

  'Which photograph?' My father turned slightly, trying to follow my gaze. 

'The lowest one. The old woman in the white kimono.' 

  My father put down his chopsticks. He looked first at the photograph, then at me. 

  'Your mother.' His voice had become very hard. 'Can't you recognize your own mother?' 

'My mother. You see, it's dark. I can't see it very well.' 

  No one spoke for a few seconds, then Kikuko rose to her feet. She took the photograph down from the 

wall, came back to the table and gave it to me. 

'She looks a lot older,' I said. 

'It was taken shortly before her death,' said my father. 

'It was the dark. I couldn't see very well.' 

  I looked up and noticed my father holding out a hand. I gave him the photograph. He looked at it 

intently, then held it towards Kikuko. Obediently, my sister rose to her feet once more and returned the 

picture to the wall. 

  There was a large pot left unopened at the centre of the table. When Kikuko had seated herself again, my 

father reached forward and lifted the lid. A cloud of steam rose up and curled towards the lantern. He 

pushed the pot a little towards me. 

  'You must be hungry,' he said. One side of his face had fallen into shadow. 

  'Thank you.' I reached forward with my chopsticks. The steam was almost scalding. 'What is it?' 
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'Fish.' 

'It smells very good.' 

  In amidst soup were strips of fish that had curled almost into balls. I picked one out and brought it to my 

bowl. 

'Help yourself. There's plenty.' 

  'Thank you.' I took a little more, then pushed the pot towards my father. I watched him take several 

pieces to his bowl. Then we both watched as Kikuko served herself. 

  My father bowed slightly. 'You must be hungry,' he said again. He took some fish to his mouth and 

started to eat. Then I too chose a piece and put it in my mouth. It felt soft, quite fleshy against my tongue. 

'Very good,' I said. 'What is it?' 

'Just fish.' 

'It's very good.' 

The three of us ate on in silence. Several minutes went by. 

'Some more?' 

'Is there enough?' 

  'There's plenty for all of us.' My father lifted the lid and once more steam rose up. We all reached 

forward and helped ourselves. 

'Here,' I said to my father, 'you have this last piece.' 

'Thank you.' 

  When we had finished the meal, my father stretched out his arms and yawned with an air of satisfaction. 

'Kikuko,' he said. 'Prepare a pot of tea, please.' 

  My sister looked at him, then left the room without comment. My father stood up. 

'Let's retire to the other room. It's rather warm in here. 

  I got to my feet and followed him into the tea-room. The large sliding windows had been left open, 

bringing in a breeze from the garden. For a while we sat in silence. 

'Father,' I said, finally. 

'Yes?' 

'Kikuko tells me Watanabe-San took his whole family with him.' 

  My father lowered his eyes and nodded. For some moments he seemed deep in thought. 'Watanabe was 

very devoted to his work,' he said at last. 'The collapse of the firm was a great blow to him. I fear it must 

have weakened his judgement.' 

'You think what he did - it was a mistake?' 

'Why, of course. Do you see it otherwise?' 

'No, no. Of course not.' 

'There are other things besides work.' 

'Yes.' 

  We fell silent again. The sound of locusts came in from the garden. I looked out into the darkness. The 

well was no longer visible. 

  'What do you think you will do now?' my father asked. 'Will you stay in Japan for a while?' 

'To be honest, I hadn't thought that far ahead.' 

  'If you wish to stay here, I mean here in this house, you would be very welcome. That is, if you don't 

mind living with an old man.' 

'Thank you. I'll have to think about it.' 

I gazed out once more into the darkness. 

  'But of course,' said my father, 'this house is so dreary now. You'll no doubt return to America before 

long.' 

'Perhaps. I don't know yet.' 

'No doubt you will.' 

  For some time my father seemed to be studying the back of his hands. Then he looked up and sighed. 

  'Kikuko is due to complete her studies next spring,' he said. 'Perhaps she will want to come home then. 

She's a good girl.' 

'Perhaps she will.' 

'Things will improve then.' 

'Yes, I'm sure they will.' 

We fell silent once more, waiting for Kikuko to bring the tea. 
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Appendix 4 

Quiz for Section 29 – The Treatment Group 

 

NAME: __________________________                                       TOTAL: ________________ / 5 pts. 

SECTION: _______________________ 

 

ENG 101 / READING PACK QUIZ 

Answer the following questions. (1 pt. each) 

Story 1: “Reunion” by John Cheever 

 

1. What is the significance of the title? Although the story depicts Charlie’s 

reunion with his father, the word “Reunion” is used without a definite or 

an indefinite article. Why? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. What is the one thing that the father purchases for Charlie? Why? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Story 2: “A Devoted Son” by Anita Desai 

 

3. Explain the irony of the title from Varma’s perspective. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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4. At the story’s end, with whom do you sympathize more – Rakesh or his 

father? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Story 3: “A Family Supper” by Kazuo Ishiguro  

5. What is the importance of the lethal fugu fish in the story? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix 5 

Extensive Reading Pack for the Control  Group – Academic Articles 

1. 

Individuals and Masses 

By Aldous Huxley 

 

1 A man or woman makes direct contact with society in two ways: as a member 

of some familial, professional or religious group, or as a member of a crowd. Groups 

are capable of being as moral and intelligent as the individuals who form them; a 

crowd is chaotic, has no purpose of its own and is capable of anything except 

intelligent action and realistic thinking. Assembled in a crowd, people lose their 

powers of reasoning and their capacity for moral choice. Their suggestibility is 

increased to the point where they cease to have any judgment or will of their own. 

They become very excitable, they lose all sense of individual or collective 

responsibility, they are subject to sudden excesses of rage, enthusiasm and panic. In a 

word, a man in a crowd behaves as though he had swallowed a large dose of some 

powerful intoxicant. He is a victim of what I have called “herd-poisoning”. Like 

alcohol, herd-poison is an active, extravagant drug. The crowd-intoxicated individual 

escapes from responsibility, intelligence and morality into a kind of frantic, animal 

mindlessness. 

 

2 Reading is a private, not a collective activity. The writer speaks only to 

individuals, sitting by themselves in a state of normal sobriety. The orator speaks to 

masses of individuals, already well primed with herd-poison. They are at his mercy 

and, if he knows his business, he can do what he likes with 

them.                                                                      

 

3 Unlike the masses, intellectuals have a taste for rationality and an interest in 

facts. Their critical habit of mind makes them resistant to the kind of propaganda that 

works so well on the majority. Intellectuals are the kind of people who demand 

evidence and are shocked by logical inconsistencies and fallacies. They regard over-

simplification as the original sin of the mind and have no use for the slogans, the 

unqualified assertions and sweeping generalizations which are the propagandist's 

stock-in-trade. 

 

4 Philosophy teaches us to feel uncertain about the things that seem to us self-

evident. Propaganda, on the other hand, teaches us to accept as self-evident matters 

about which it would be reasonable to suspend our judgment or to feel doubt. The 

propagandist must therefore be consistently dogmatic. All his statements are made 

without qualification. There are no grays in his picture of the world; everything is 

either diabolically black or celestially white. He must never admit that he might be 
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wrong or that people with a different point of view might be even partially right. 

Opponents should not be argued with; they should be attacked, shouted down, or if 

they become too much of a nuisance, liquidated. 

 

5 Virtue and intelligence belong to human beings as individuals freely 

associating with other individuals in small groups. So do sin and stupidity. But the 

subhuman mindlessness to which the demagogue makes his appeal, the moral 

imbecility on which he relies when he goads his victims into action, are characteristic 

not of men and women as individuals, but of men and women in masses. 

Mindlessness and moral idiocy are not characteristically human attributes; they are 

symptoms of herd-poisoning. In all the world's higher religions, salvation and 

enlightenment are for individuals. The kingdom of heaven is within the mind of a 

person, not within the collective mindlessness of a crowd.                    

 

6 In an age of accelerating over-population, of accelerating over-organization 

and ever more efficient means of mass communication, how can we preserve the 

integrity and reassert the value of the human individual? This is a question that can 

still be asked and perhaps effectively answered. A generation from now it may be too 

late to find an answer and perhaps impossible, in the stifling collective climate of that 

future time, even to ask the question. 
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2.  
 

 

THE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF SCIENTISTS 

 

                                                     By Bertrand Russell 

 

 

1 Science, ever since it first existed, has had important effects in matters that lie 

outside the purview of pure science. Men of science have differed as to their 

responsibility for such effects. Some have said that the function of the scientist in 

society is to supply knowledge, and that he need not concern himself with the use to 

which this knowledge is put.  

2 I do not think that this view is tenable, especially in our age. The scientist is 

also a citizen; and citizens who have any special skill have a public duty to see, as far 

as they can, that their skill is utilized in accordance with the public interest.  

3 Historically, the functions of the scientist in public life have generally been 

recognized. The Royal Society was founded by Charles II as an antidote to 

"fanaticism" which had plunged England into a long period of civil strife. The 

scientists of that time did not hesitate to speak out on public issues, such as religious 

toleration and the folly of prosecutions for witchcraft. But although science has, in 

various ways at various times, favored what may be called a humanitarian outlook, it 

has from the first had an intimate and sinister connection with war. Archimedes sold 

his skill to the Tyrant of Syracuse for use against the Romans; Leonardo secured a 

salary from the Duke of Milan for his skill in the art of fortification; and Galileo got 

employment under the Grand Duke of Tuscany because he could calculate the 

trajectories of projectiles. In the French Revolution the scientists who were not 

guillotined were set to making new explosives, but Lavoisier was not spared, because 

he was only discovering hydrogen which, in those days, was not a weapon of war.  

4 There have been some honorable exceptions to the subservience of scientists 

to warmongers. During the Crimean War the British government consulted Faraday as 

to the feasibility of attack by poisonous gases. Faraday replied that it was entirely 

feasible, but that it was inhuman and he would have nothing to do with it.  

5 Modern democracy and modern methods of publicity have made the problem 

of affecting public opinion quite different from what it used to be. The knowledge that 

the public possesses on any important issue is derived from vast and powerful 

organizations: the press, radio, and, above all, television.  

6 The knowledge that governments possess is more limited. They are too busy 

to search out the facts for themselves, and consequently they know only what their 

underlings think good for them unless there is such a powerful movement in a 

different sense that politicians cannot ignore it. Facts which ought to guide the 

decisions of statesmen – for instance, as to the possible lethal qualities of fallout – do 

not acquire their due importance if they remain buried in scientific journals. They 

acquire their due importance only when they become known to so many voters that 

they affect the course of the elections.  

7 In general, there is an opposition to widespread publicity for such facts. This 

opposition springs from various sources, some sinister, some comparatively 

respectable. At the bottom of the moral scale there is the financial interest of the 

various industries connected with armaments. Then there are various effects of a 
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somewhat thoughtless patriotism, which believes in secrecy and in what is called 

"toughness." 

8  But perhaps more important than either of these is the unpleasantness of the 

facts, which makes the general public turn aside to pleasanter topics such as divorces 

and murders. The consequence is that what ought to be known widely throughout the 

general public will not be known unless great efforts are made by disinterested 

persons to see that the information reaches the minds and hearts of vast numbers of 

people.  

9 I do not think this work can be successfully accomplished except by the help 

of men of science. They, alone, can speak with the authority that is necessary to 

combat the misleading statements of those scientists who have permitted themselves 

to become merchants of death. If disinterested scientists do not speak out, the others 

will succeed in conveying a distorted impression, not only to the public but also to the 

politicians.  

10 It must be admitted that there are obstacles to individual action in our age 

which did not exist at earlier times. Galileo could make his own telescope. But once 

when I was talking with a very famous astronomer he explained that the telescope 

upon which his work depended owed its existence to the benefaction of enormously 

rich men, and, if he had not stood well with them, his astronomical discoveries would 

have been impossible.  

11 More frequently, a scientist only acquires access to enormously expensive 

equipment if he stands well with the government of his country. He knows that if he 

adopts a rebellious attitude he and his family are likely to perish along with the rest of 

civilized mankind. It is a tragic dilemma, and I do not think that one should censure a 

man whatever his decision; but I do think and I think men of science should realize-

that unless something rather drastic is done under the leadership or through the 

inspiration of some part of the scientific world, the human race, like the Gadarene 

swine, will rush down a steep place to destruction in blind ignorance of the fate that 

scientific skill has prepared for it.  

12 It is impossible in the modern world for a man of science to say with any 

honesty, "My business is to provide knowledge, and what use is made of the 

knowledge is not my responsibility." The knowledge that a man of science provides 

may fall into the hands of men or institutions devoted to utterly unworthy objects. I do 

not suggest that a man of science, or even a large body of men of science, can 

altogether prevent this, but they can diminish the magnitude of the evil.  

13 There is another direction in which men of science can attempt to provide 

leadership. They can suggest and urge in many ways the value of those branches of 

science of which the important and practical uses are beneficial and not harmful. 

Consider what might be done if the money at present spent on armaments were spent 

on increasing and distributing the food supply of the world and diminishing the 

population pressure. In a few decades, poverty and malnutrition, which now afflict 

more than half the population of the globe, could be ended.  

14 But at present almost all the governments of great states consider that it is 

better to spend money on killing foreigners than on keeping their own subjects alive. 

Possibilities of a hopeful sort in whatever field can best be worked out and stated 

authoritatively by men of science; and, since they can do this work better than others, 

it is part of their duty to do it.  

15 As the world becomes more technically unified, life in an ivory tower 

becomes increasingly impossible. Not only so; the man who stands out against the 

powerful organizations which control most of human activity is apt to find himself no 
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longer in the ivory tower, with a wide outlook over a sunny landscape, but in the dark 

and subterranean dungeon upon which the ivory tower was erected. To risk such a 

habitation demands courage. It will not be necessary to inhabit the dungeon if there 

are many who are willing to risk it, for everybody knows that the modern world 

depends upon scientists, and, if they are insistent, they must be listened to. We have it 

in our power to make a good world; and, therefore, with whatever labor and risk, we 

must make it. 
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3. 

  
                                   Will MOOCs be Flukes? November 7, 2014 

 

                                              By Maria Konnikova 

 

Retrieved from http://www.newyorker.com/science/maria-konnikova/moocs-

failure-solutions 

 

 

Online education is a technology with potentially revolutionary implications—but 

without a precise plan for realizing that potential. 

 

1. 

On July 23rd, 1969, Geoffrey Crowther addressed the inaugural meeting of the Open 

University, a British institution that had just been created to provide an alternative to 

traditional higher education. Courses would be conducted by mail and live radio. The 

basic mission, Crowther declared, was a simple one: to be open to people from all 

walks of life. “The first, and most urgent task before us is to cater for the many 

thousands of people, fully capable of a higher education, who, for one reason or 

another, do not get it, or do not get as much of it as they can turn to advantage, or as 

they discover, sometimes too late, that they need,” he told his audience. “Men and 

women drop out through failures in the system,” he continued, “through 

disadvantages of their environment, through mistakes of their own judgment, through 

sheer bad luck. These are our primary material.” He then invoked the message 

emblazoned on the Statue of Liberty: Open University wanted the tired, the poor, the 

huddled masses. To them, most of all, it opened its doors. 

 

2. 

The mission Crowther described is the same one that has driven the proliferation of 

massive open online courses, or MOOCs, during the past few years. (Open University 

has often served as a sort of inspirational model forsuch ventures, which Nathan 

Heller wrote about last year in the magazine.) The premise of the MOOC movement is 

as commendable as it is democratic: quality education should not be a luxury 

good. MOOCs are flexible and they can be free; if people want an education, MOOCs 

can give it to them. 

 

3. 

MOOCs started with a bang of optimism. In 2011, Sebastian Thrun, a star professor at 

Stanford, made his introductory course on artificial intelligence available via an 

online broadcast. Within three months, he garnered over a hundred and sixty thousand 

viewers. Soon after, he started Udacity, one of the largest MOOC platforms. Other 

platforms that have sprung up in recent years include edX, which was developed 

through a collaboration between Harvard and the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology; Coursera, which was co-founded by two of Thrun’s colleagues at 

Stanford; and Khan Academy, the brainchild of the former hedge-fund analyst 

Salman Khan. Overseas, there are ventures like iversity and FutureLearn. And the 

number of available classes has been growing at an impressive pace. This month, 

http://www.col.org/SiteCollectionDocuments/Daniel_CROWTHER_Speech_1969.pdf
http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2013/05/20/laptop-u
http://linc.mit.edu/linc2013/proceedings/LINC-2013-Proceedings.pdf
http://www.wired.co.uk/magazine/archive/2012/05/features/university-just-got-flipped
http://davecormier.com/edblog/2013/04/12/what-do-you-mean-open/
http://sirjohn.ca/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/130614PennState.pdf
http://www.lse.ac.uk/newsAndMedia/videoAndAudio/channels/publicLecturesAndEvents/player.aspx?id=1859
http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2013/05/20/laptop-u
http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2013/05/20/laptop-u
https://iversity.org/
https://www.futurelearn.com/
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there are four hundred and ninety-five MOOCs listed as in-progress on 

the MOOC aggregator Class Central, five times as many as there were a year ago. 

 

4. 

And yet, despite the steady spread of the MOOC movement and the growing 

acceptance among university administrators that quality online education doesn’t have 

to be an oxymoron, enthusiasm for MOOCs has waned in the past year. Last winter, 

Thrun himself expressed some doubts. “We were on the front pages of newspapers 

and magazines, and at the same time, I was realizing, we don’t educate people as 

others wished, or as I wished,” he told Fast Company in an interview. “We have a 

lousy product.” (He later told the Times that his enthusiasm had not actually declined 

as much as he might have indicated.) 

 

5. 

On one hand, MOOCs have achieved some worthy goals: they make top educational 

resources available, for free or for very low prices, to people who wouldn’t have 

access to them otherwise, including older populations, people with unpredictable 

schedules, and international audiences. And the quality of the education they offer can 

be quite high: the Open University, for instance, which began to offer online courses 

in the nineties, has consistently ranked among the top universities in the U.K. in 

measures of student satisfaction. 

 

6. 

On the other hand, there are the numbers that gave Thrun pause. MOOCenrollment has 

soared, but completion rates are abysmal. According to a 2013 study, an average of 

only five per cent of the students in seventeen Coursera classes offered through the 

University of Pennsylvania actually finished their classes. Other estimated completion 

rates hover below thirteen per cent. And not all of the students who completed their 

courses necessarily passed. 

 

7. 

The problem with MOOCs begins with the fact that, as their name says, they’re 

massive and open, which means that it can be easy to get lost in them. There are tens 

or even hundreds of thousands of students in some classes. Often, the students receive 

no personal acknowledgment or contact to hold them to account. And they can 

generally drop out the second they’re unhappy, frustrated, or overwhelmed. 

The datasuggest, in fact, that the students who succeed in the MOOC environment are 

those who don’t particularly needMOOCs in the first place: they are the self-motivated, 

self-directed, and independent individuals who would push to succeed anywhere. 

 

8. 

Last year, a team from the University of Pennsylvania, led by Gayle Christensen, 

found that the majority of the people enrolled in thirty-two of the courses offered 

through Penn’s Coursera platform were young, already well educated, from 

developed countries, and, for the most part, employed—precisely the traditional 

students that Crowther held in contrast to the Open University’s target demographic. 

And most of the students weren’t taking classes in order to gain an essential education 

that they wouldn’t receive otherwise; predominantly, they said they had enrolled to 

satisfy curiosity or advance in a current job—both of which are worthy pursuits, to be 

sure, but they are not the main needs that MOOCs were created to meet. 

https://www.class-central.com/
http://www.onlinelearningsurvey.com/reports/changingcourse.pdf
http://www.onlinelearningsurvey.com/reports/changingcourse.pdf
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http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01587919.2013.876142
http://www.fastcompany.com/3021473/udacity-sebastian-thrun-uphill-climb
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/12/11/us/after-setbacks-online-courses-are-rethought.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0
http://www.theguardian.com/education/2009/may/10/universityguide-open-uni
http://www.gse.upenn.edu/pdf/ahead/perna_ruby_boruch_moocs_dec2013.pdf
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/0158791022000009196
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2350964
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9. 

Earlier this year, an M.I.T. post-doctoral researcher named Jennifer 

DeBoeranalyzed student data from an M.I.T. class offered through the edX platform 

to see if there were any factors that predicted success in the class. When she and her 

colleagues looked at over seven thousand responses to an exit survey, they found that 

the students who did the best were the ones who came in with prior education, had the 

highest intellectual starting points, and collaborated outside of class. In other words, 

those who succeeded in the MOOC were those who had already succeeded 

academically. 

 

10. 

A 2013 analysis of an ambitious project launched by San Jose State University in 

collaboration with Udacity showed similar patterns. The program was the first step of 

a planned push to incorporate online learning into the California’s public-university 

system. It was open to would-be college students as well as those who were already 

enrolled. The analysis found students who had already matriculated performed 

notably better than those who hadn’t. While overall pass rates were quite low—an 

average of thirty-three per cent across the three courses in the sample—those who 

performed the worst were the students who were not already enrolled at the 

university. In a remedial algebra course, for instance, only a quarter of the students 

passed, and less than one fifth of the non-matriculated students were among them. To 

put it in absolute terms, out of eighty-one students in the course, only twenty passed 

and only six of those were non-matriculated students. As the authors of the report 

acknowledged, the rates were disappointingly low. The project was suspended for 

reassessment. 

 

11. 

Even students who succeed in traditional classrooms can get lost in the MOOCshuffle. 

In a five-year-long study of over fifty thousand students taking both online and face-

to-face courses, researchers at Troy University found that online classes had higher 

failure rates than traditional classroom courses. When Di Xu, an economist at 

Columbia University’s Teachers College, analyzed data from more than forty 

thousand students who had enrolled in online courses at thirty-four colleges 

throughout Washington state, she found that, relative to face-to-face courses, online 

students earned lower grades and were less persistent. But not all students fared 

equally: she found that some subsets struggled more than others. Those subsets were 

male students, younger students, black students, and students who had lower G.P.A.s. 

What Xu found, in other words, was that MOOCs were the least effective at serving the 

students who needed educational resources the most. 

 

12. 

So what’s the solution? How can MOOCs live up to their promise? One possibility is 

to go back in order to go forward. The MOOC movement started off in a tech 

whirlwind; the people who pushed it forward were so caught up in its technological 

possibilities that they scarcely considered decades of research into educational 

psychology. They might, for instance, have looked at the work of the researchers 

Patrick Suppes and Richard Atkinson, who in 1962 were charged with designing a 

course that would use the latest computer technology to teach mathematics and 

reading to children in kindergarten through third grade. Suppes, a Stanford 

http://www.educationaldatamining.org/EDM2013/papers/rn_paper_57.pdf
http://www.sjsu.edu/chemistry/People/Faculty/Collins_Research_Page/AOLE%20Report%20-September%2010%202013%20final.pdf
http://muse.jhu.edu/login?auth=0&type=summary&url=/journals/journal_of_higher_education/v085/85.5.xu.html
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psychologist and philosopher who had been trained in mathematics, decided to use 

something called “control theory” as the basis for his approach. Students in his 

computer-based class wouldn’t all receive the same instruction. Instead, their 

materials and the order in which those materials were presented would shift according 

to their past performance and other learning metrics—much like the G.R.E.’s adjusted 

sections, which become harder or easier depending on how you’re doing. Some 

students might get stopped every fifteen minutes for a reassessment and summary of 

materials; others might go for an hour before they reach a stopping point. The 

approach combined leveling (in which the same material is presented at different 

learning and reading levels, depending on the student) with dynamic learning (which 

involves playing around with the manner and order in which information is presented, 

so that students don’t get bored or frustrated). 

 

 

 

13. 

The Suppes-Atkinson courses proved so successful that they were soon expanded to 

include multiple subjects for many age levels. A company called the Computer 

Curriculum Corporation (which is now a part of Pearson) started distributing them 

globally. In 1966, the psychologist William Estes, a pioneer of mathematical learning 

theory, including control theory, presented a paper at the International Congress of 

Psychology, held that year in Moscow. He spoke Russian. He’d learned it from a 

Suppes-Atkinson course. 

 

14. 

Why don’t MOOCs structure their materials in a similar fashion? The technology to do 

so has only improved, as have the metrics to measure success. Some MOOCs, like 

mathematics or economics courses, lend themselves to this approach, but even 

lecture-reliant classes could incorporate the method by, for example, incorporating 

pauses for reviews and summaries of material, tailored to each student’s 

comprehension level. As it is, individualized methodology has largely gotten lost in 

the excitement over technological capabilities and large-group approaches. According 

to numerous interviews I conducted, and studies I read, very few MOOCs are using 

anything like control theory as part of their approach to teaching. 

 

15. 

The other major problem is that MOOCs tend to be set up in a way that minimizes 

frustration for students (who might drop out at any moment). There often aren’t pop 

quizzes or the kinds of challenges that can alienate students in traditional settings. The 

problem here is that easy learning does not make good learning. In fact, the very tools 

that we believe make for better education may also make students more likely to quit. 

More frequent testing, for instance, can improve memory, learning, and retention. 

And, sometimes, the best test of all is the test that you fail: recent work from the 

cognitive psychologist Elizabeth Ligon Bjork has shown that pre-testing on never-

before-seen materials helps students perform better in a subsequent course covering 

that material. In general, Bjork has found, speed bumps in learning are good—

desirable difficulties, she calls them. MOOCs would likely be more effective if they 

didn’t shy away from challenging students, rather than presenting a fluid experience 

which gives the false impression of the learning and retention. 

 

http://www.psychologicalscience.org/index.php/publications/observer/2014/july-august-14/from-principles-of-cognitive-science-to-moocs.html
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16. 

In 2012, Stanford president John Hennessy pronounced that the MOOC was going to 

be “transformative to education.” But, he added, “We don’t really understand how 

yet.” Two years later, the landscape remains much the same:MOOCs are a technology 

with potentially revolutionary implications for education, but without a precise plan 

for realizing that potential. One way of getting there could be for the leaders of 

the MOOC movement to look more closely at old methods, from when education was 

less massive, less open, and entirely offline. 
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Appendix 6 

Quiz for the Control Group 

NAME: __________________________                                       TOTAL: ________________ / 5 pts. 
SECTION: _______________________ 
 
ENG 101 / READING PACK QUIZ 
 
Answer the following questions. (1 pt. each) 
 
Article 1: “Individuals and Masses” by Aldous Huxley 
 

1. What does the writer mean by “herd-poisoning”?  
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
2. Analyze the characteristics of an individual. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

 
Article 2: “The Social Responsibility of Scientists” by Bertrand Russell 
 

3. Explain the analogy between the life of a scientist and the life in an ivory 
tower. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Article 3: “Will MOOCs be Flukes?” by Maria Konnikova 
 

4. Who benefitted from MOOCs and why? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

5. Why do you think MOOCs were “the least effective at serving the students 
who needed educational researches the most”? 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix 7 

Quiz Results for the Treatment and the Control Group 

Section 29: Literature Texts – Quiz Results 
 
Mean: 3.60 

 
Section 30 – Academic Articles Group – Quiz Results 
 
Mean: 3.20 
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Post-Survey for the Treatment Group 

Section: 

Department: 

 

Post-Attitude Survey for Extensive Reading  

Here are 7 statements, which may or may not describe your beliefs about your 

reading pack. Rate each statement by circling a number between 1 and 4 where 

the numbers mean the following: 

 

1: Strongly Disagree           2: Disagree              3: Agree               4:Strongly 

Agree 

                                             SD D A SA 

1.  I enjoyed reading literature texts extensively outside the 

class. 

1 2 3      4 

2.  I felt comfortable reading literature texts in the reading 

pack. 

1 

 

2 

 

 

  3      

 

 

  4 

3. I believe reading literature texts in the reading pack helped 

me cope with my departmental courses. 

1 2     

 

 

3   4 

 

4. I believe reading literature texts in the reading pack helped 

me improve my intellectual background.  

1 

 

2 

 

3      

 

  4 

5. I believe reading literature texts in the reading pack helped 

me evaluate the information presented to me. 

1 

 

2    

 

3    4 

6. I believe encountering unfamiliar expressions in the 

literature texts in the reading pack helped me improve my 

English.  

1 

 

2 

 

3     

 

  4 

7. I do not believe that reading literature texts helped me see 

new ways of thinking.  

1 2       3 4 

8. I believe reading literature texts helped me develop my 

critical thinking skills. 

1 2 3 4 
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Please answer the following demographic question. Responses will only be used 

for education research purposes. Clearly circle your answer below. 

9. Which one below do you think may improve your critical thinking skills more? 

(A) Academic Articles 

(B) Literature Texts  

Thank you very much for your cooperation.  

 

Post-Survey for the Control Group 

Section: 

Department: 

Post-Attitude Survey for Extensive Reading  

Here are 7 statements, which may or may not describe your beliefs about your 

reading pack. Rate each statement by circling a number between 1 and 4 where 

the numbers mean the following: 

 

1: Strongly Disagree           2: Disagree              3: Agree               4:Strongly 

Agree 

                                             SD D A SA 

1.  I enjoyed reading academic texts extensively outside the 

class. 

1 2 3      4 

2.  I felt comfortable reading academic texts in the reading 

pack. 

1 

 

2 

 

 

  3      

 

 

  4 

3. I believe reading academic texts in the reading pack helped 

me cope with my departmental courses. 

1 2     

 

 

3   4 

 

4. I believe reading academic texts in the reading pack helped 

me improve my intellectual background.  

1 

 

2 

 

3      

 

  4 

5. I believe reading academic texts in the reading pack helped 

me evaluate the information presented to me. 

1 

 

2    

 

3    4 

6. I believe encountering unfamiliar expressions in the 

academic texts in the reading pack helped me improve my 

1 

 

2 

 

3     

 

  4 
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Please answer the following demographic question. Responses will only be used 

for education research purposes. Clearly circle your answer below. 

9. Which one below do you think may improve your critical thinking skills more? 

(A) Academic Articles 

(B) Literature Texts  

Thank you very much for your cooperation.  

 

English.  

7. I do not believe that reading academic texts helped me see 

new ways of thinking.  

1 2       3 4 

8. I believe reading academic texts helped me develop my 

critical thinking skills. 

1 2 3 4 


